COLOUR CODED UTP

All UTP cable in Networks and Communications cabinets should be one of the following colours:

- **RED** Uplinks (Crossover cables)
- **YELLOW** Campus Services
  (May also be an uplink or an Analog Voice Link)
- **BLUE** Local (Can be patched by LITSS)

**RED AND YELLOW UTP CABLELING**

**ONLY** to be patched by Networks and Communications and approved contractors.

**BLUE UTP CABLELING**

May be patched by LITSS.

Any Enquiries to:
DOI Helpdesk: ext. 59666 or DOI.Helpdesk@anu.edu.au

DO NOT TOUCH OPTICAL FIBRES
Optical Fibres are orange and yellow.

DANGER
INVISIBLE LASER LIGHT
Unplugging optical fibres can result in exposure to invisible laser light that will cause irreparable eye damage!